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Fed Policy 

“A strong recovery will ultimately enable the Fed to 

reduce its monetary accommodation and reliance on 

unconventional policy tools such as asset purchases,” 

“Supporting the recovery today is the surest path to 

returning to a more normal approach to monetary policy.” 

Janet Yellen November 13th 2013.



The Velocity of Money has been trending 

lower since 1997 and is now at more than 

50- year lows. 



The velocity of Money has been trending 

lower since 1997 and is now at more than 50 

year lows. 

The Fed will want to see Money Supply 

multiplied by the Velocity of Money continue 

to trend higher.  



Where are we in the monetary policy cycle?

Yield curve spread still very accommodative



Small caps tend to do well in a low interest rate environment.



Private Equity firms have turned into net sellers. 

Seaworld, Pinnacle Foods, Coty, Quintiles Transitional Holdings 

were all listed this year while Hilton Hotels and Twitter represent 

additional major sources of supply. 

“It's almost biblical. There is a time to reap and there's a time to 

sow. We are harvesting We're selling everything that's not nailed 

down. And if we're not selling, we're refinancing.“ 

Leon Black of Apollo Group in told a conference audience: 

If they are so eager to sell, perhaps we should be a little more 

cautious about buying.  



The Number of Shares Outstanding on the NYSE has been 

rallying since January, suggesting supply is increasing.



The constituents of the PKW Buyback Achievers Total Return ETF have 

bought back 5% or more of their free float on a trailing 12-month 

basis.   



PKW Buyback Achievers ETF has led the S&P500 2009 and is 

therefore worth monitoring as a lead indicator.



Corporate Bond Issuance is at a record high.

Additionally, 

Covenant Light 

issuance has also 

overtaken 2007 

levels. 



The Total Return on Treasuries has rolled over.

Additionally, 

Covenant Light 

issuance has also 

overtaken 2007 

levels. 



Funds shorting Treasuries 

have base formation 

completion characteristics. 



What does the big picture tell us?

The S&P 500 has completed a 13-year range.  

Big breakout followed by a 

sharp pullback to test the 

upper side of the lengthy 

range. 

Another big breakout.
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What are the Autonomies and why are 

they important?

Like the principalities of old, the Autonomies punch well 

above their weight on the international stage. 

The are truly global corporations, that dominate their 

respective niches, display global brand recognition and have 

strong balance sheets. A considerable number are dividend 

aristocrats. 

Due to their size and the breadth of their operations they 

offer unparalleled exposure to the growth of the global 

middle class.  I have identified 134 candidates.



Initial conclusions

The bull market in bonds is ending so yields are likely 

to rise. Investors will need to relearn the need to price 

bonds on a yield-to-maturity basis. 

Companies that grow their dividends and earnings 

faster than borrowing costs rise will command a 

premium. 



Dividend Aristocrats 



Dividend Aristocrats

Definition – Companies that have impressive records of increasing 

dividends – USA (25 yrs), UK & Europe (10 yrs), Pan Asia (8yrs), Canada 

(5yrs).

They represent a useful start point because the indices are comprised of 

many successful global companies. However that ignores high growth 

companies and those that do not have lengthy enough records of 

dividend increases.   

The Autonomies includes companies like: 



Please visit us on 

Fullermoney.com and sign up 

for our FREE Comment of the 

Day. 

The Fuller Treacy Global 

Strategy Service will soon be 

available at FTMoney.com 

Crowd Money – A Practical 

Guide to Macro Behavioural 

Technical Analysis is available 

from Harriman House upstairs 

and via Amazon.  


